
Eco Product Range
PACKLINE SOLUTIONS 

The ultimate eco-friendly carton taping method. 

Made from natural kraft paper carrier and starch 

adhesive it’s 100% sustainable, 100% 

biodegradable and 100% recyclable without 

having to be segregated from cardboard.

Water Activated  

Tape & Dispenser 
Systems

The Better Pack 555eFACM is an electric water-

activated tape dispenser made for fast-paced shipping 

and packaging environment.  The Better Pack 

555eFACM has the highest level of automation 

available from the Better Pack dispenser family. A 

microprocessor based control system can be interfaced 

with PC s, printers, shipping systems, and foot pedals 

for the ultimate carton sealing solution.

BP-555eFACM

High Speed 

Automatic Tape 

Dispenser
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At Packline Solutions, our unwavering commitment involves incessantly exploring 

innovative products that actively contribute to a cleaner and more sustainable environment.
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Water Activated 

Paper Tape
BondTape Green. The Natural 

Carton Sealing Solution

100% Recyclable. Made from renewable natural 

resources makes recycling BondTape Green tape 

easier. Packaging research associations have all 

accredited Gummed Paper Tape recyclable, making 

it the most environmentally friendly choice.

Tamper Evident. It cannot be removed from the 

carton without leaving traces of damage unlike 

standard packaging tapes which can be removed 

without a visible trace. Hence Gummed Paper Tape 

offers clearly visible proof if a packages seal has been 

tampered with.

A Superior Seal. The water activated adhesives in 

Gummed paper Tape penetrate into the fibres of the 

carton, creating a total bond. The adhesive sticks 

instantly to cardboard, even if it s low grade, previously 

used, or not entirely flat. This ensures packers don t 

feel tempted to add a few more overlapping strips 

 just in case  and tape usage and packing time are 

both considerably reduced.

Sustainability of BondTape® 

& Better Packages® Products

Better Pack brand water-activated tape 

dispensers are rugged, reliable and built 

to last. The average age of electric models 

in use today is over 16 years. Compare 

these extended life expectancies with an 

estimated 3-month expectancy of a 

hand-held tape gun. During the 16 years 

of useful life of a Better Pack electric tape 

dispenser, a single packaging 

professional will potentially discard 64 

handheld tape guns. 

LAND FILL REDUCTION

Using water-activated tape rather 

than plastic tape allows companies 

to reduce the amount of tape they 

use to seal cartons. A carton needs 

only one strip of tape to form a 

permanent seal. Compare this to 

the multiple strips of plastic tape 

often used to provide the illusion of 

security. 

REDUCE MATERIAL WASTE

BondTape water activated kraft 

paper tape to give it the full official 

title is very eco-friendly. The kraft 

paper is manufactured from 

sustainable softwoods and the 

adhesive is 100% natural starch. This 

means that it is fully biodegradable 

and can be recycled along with 

scrap cartons without any additional 

separation or filtering processes. 

TAPE AND RECYLABILITY



GUMMED Paper 
Tape
BondTape Green. The Natural 

Carton Sealing Solution

The ultimate eco-friendly carton taping method. 

Made from natural kraft paper carrier and starch 

adhesive it’s 100% sustainable, 100% biodegradable 

and 100% recyclable without having to be segregated 

from cardboard.

TAMPER EVIDENT ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY A SUPERIOR SEAL

Cannot be removed without  

leaving traces of damage

Made from renewable natural  

resources for simple recycling 

Water activated adhesives  

penetrate into the fibers of  

the carton 

PRODUCT CODE SIZE TYPE / COLOUR PACK QTY

GT-48184S 

GT-48184SW 

GT-70184S 

GT-70184SW 

GRT-48100S 

GRT-48184S 

GRT-48184SW 

GRT-70184S 

GRT-70184SW  

GRT-48305S 

GRT-70100S  

GRT-70305S

48mm x 184M 

48mm x 184M 

70mm x 184M 

48mm x 184M 

48mm x 100M 

48mm x 184M 

48mm x 184M 

70mm x 184M 

70mm x 184M 

48mm x 305M 

70mm x 100M 

70mm x 305M

Plain Paper / Natural Brown  

Plain Paper/ White 

Plain Paper / Natural Brown 

Plain Paper/ White 

Reinforced / Natural Brown 

Reinforced / Natural Brown 

Reinforced / White 

Reinforced / Natural Brown 

Reinforced / White 

Reinforced / Natural Brown 

Reinforced / Natural Brown 

Reinforced / Natural Brown 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

8 

6 

6

* Branded Printing on Tapes Available
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1300 66 11 61

sales@packline.com.au

23 Grimes Crt Derrimut, VIC 3026

www.packline.com.au

Packline Solutions 

Pacmasta EcoShred 

Cardboard Shredder

CBS-320
CBS-422

The Pacmasta EcoShred Packaging Shredders are 

the perfect machines for users to protect the 

environment and save money by converting 

existing corrugated cardboard boxes into high 

quality, versatile packaging materials.

Convert Waste Cardboard to 

Quality Packaging Material


